Ms. Bonnie CARROLL
TAPS President and Founder

Dear Bonnie,

Official Statement

Let me take the opportunity to address the entire global community.
I wish to address this message to all the Honorable City Mayors I know personally. From Tel-Aviv to Los Angeles. To the Senators and Congressmen, billionaires and investors.

To everyone I had a chance to meet at the conferences and business lunches, with whom we established cooperative relations over the past seven years.

Dear Friends, let me tell you how my life has changed recently.

As far back as 20 days ago, I could safely drive around my City making the plans for the future.

Contemplating about such things as completion of subway construction in collaboration with Zaha Hadid Architects making a unique design of the subway stations, about the beautiful courtyards and new parks to be built in our city.

Thinking about how we will help the elderly, create new jobs and look to the future together with our beautiful young generation.

Yet, the world we used to live in collapsed after the first missile strike on February 24.

Everything that used to matter, stopped being important and became the thing of the past.

No one knows what will happen next.

Every day we live in the present, having left behind all the plans until better times.

Now, each and every morning I start with reading factual wartime reports.

How many medicine supplies are left in hospitals for the wounded.

Are there enough body bags and places in the morgues for those who could not be saved.

How much food is left to feed the people.

Will Dnipro be able to provide food and everything necessary for tens of thousands of refugees coming to us on a daily basis.

Will the old people who came to us from Kharkov, Volnovakha, Mariupol, Severodonetsk, Izyum and other cities bombed by the russians manage to survive.
Because now Dnipro is the main humanitarian hub of this terrible War. My Friends, I want you to hear. What is happening in Ukraine right now is not just the biggest and most terrible thing since the Second World War. This is Exodus. Therefore, if your hearts are truly with my country, please become the world’s providers of Ukraine and its Goodwill Ambassadors to your countries. Set an example of how friendship and support can be asserted not just through words but real actions. Organize fundraising. If the global society is afraid of the new Reich which has emerged on the borders of my poor Country. If all of you cannot establish a no fly zone over Ukraine so that the Nazi troops stop bombing maternity homes and hospitals, killing our children and the elderly, then at least help with the money. That will be allocated for saving innocent people. Don’t go against your conscience. I’m sure, your deeds will be credited to you.
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Назначение платежа: Благотворительный взнос

Details of the account of the Charitable organization
"Charity Fund "TAPS" (ESREOU: 42297939) for currency transactions in EUR:
Company Name: БФ ТАПС БО / CO "CF"TAPS"
IBAN Code: UA713052990000026005050563498
Name of the bank: JSC CB "PRIVATBANK", 1D HRUSHEVSKOHO STR., KYIV, 01001. UKRAINE
Bank SWIFT Code: PبانUA2X
Company address: UA 49000 DNIPRO Kharkivska, 3а
Account in the correspondent bank: 400886700401
SWIFT Code of the correspondent bank: COBADEFF
Correspondent bank: Commerzbank AG, Frankfurt am Main, Germany
Account in the correspondent bank: 6231605145
SWIFT Code of the correspondent bank: CHASEDFX
Correspondent bank: J.P. MORGAN AG, FRANKFURT AM MAIN GERMANY
Details of the account of the Charitable organization
"Charity Fund "TAPS" (ESREOU: 42297939) for currency transactions in USD:
Company Name: БФ ТАПС БО / СО "CF"TAPS"
IBAN Code: UA793052990000026002050304854
Name of the bank: JSC CB "PRIVATBANK", 1D HRUSHEVSKOHO STR., KYIV, 01001, UKRAINE
Bank SWIFT Code: PBANUA2X
Company address: UA 49000 DNIPRO Kharkivska, 3a
Account in the correspondent bank: 001-1-000080
SWIFT Code of the correspondent bank: CHASUS33
Correspondent bank: JP Morgan Chase Bank, New York ,USA
Account in the correspondent bank: 890-0085-754
SWIFT Code of the correspondent bank: IRVT US 3N
Correspondent bank: The Bank of New York Mellon, New York, USA

Sincerely,

Mayor of Dnipro

Borys FILATOV